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Ao Introduction
I, Achievements in sea-poetry from the earliest up to
that of Masefield's own century
1, By the Anglo-Saxons------ Page 1
a. Treatment limited to expression of the terror
and hardships connected with the deep sea
2, By the Elizabethans -------Page Z
a» Achievement curiously small in spite of the
fact that it was a period of exploration
and discovery on the high seas
3, By writers from the Queen Anne period down to
the middle of the eighteenth century '---Page 4
a. Treatment of sea as setting for heroes’ ad-
ventures, but seldom as subject for poems
about itself alone
b. Limited to expression of such moods of the
sea as may be experienced by one ashore,
-
not of the deep sea--owing to the lack of
knowledge
c. Ballads making up the bulk of sea-poetry of
this period
4, By writers of the nineteenth century Page 6
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a. Beauty of sea treated for first time
b. Tixpressed in high-sounding, rhetorical phrases
and intricate figures of speech
c. Still lacking in impression of reality
d. Swinburne the outstanding poet of the sea in
this period, shov/ing knowledge of the deep
sea and skill in expressing Its moods
5. By modern poets Pag* 7
a. Combination of all previous achievements in
sea-poetry, expressing v/ith reality every
mood of the sea, the ships, and the sailors
b. Masefield’s poetry the culmination of all
previous ages and of his own
II. Masefield’s biographical background in so far as it
has affected his ability to write of the sea
1. Wanderlust as a boy Page 10
2, Three years’ experience on the training-ship
Conway and in the regular merchant service
a. Resulted in knowledge of the sea in all
moods, and knowledge of ships
b. Resulted in knowledge of seamen on equal
terms, not from the officer’s viewpoint
B. Body
I. Masefield’s literary aim or creed as exemplified in
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hls treatment of the sea
1. To search for and express beauty, particularly
in the commonplace Page 13
2. To express all phases of sea life with
reality Page 1^
3. To use poetry as his medium of expresslon-J^Page 15
II. His treatment of beauty In his sea poetry In
dealing with
1. Abstract beauty Page 16
a. Serving as his Inspiration
b. Seen In the theme and tho setting of Dauber
2. Beauty of ships --Page 18
a. Of all kinds of ships
b. Of all parts of a ship
c. Of every movement
3. Beauty of the sea ----Pagel0
a. In fair weather
b. In stormy weather
c. In calm
4. Beauty of the heavens Page 23
5o Beauty in the commonplace scenes aboard
ship-- Page 24
III, Masefield’s treatment of the sea to produce an
atmosphere of reality
1, By means of vivid description
-Page 21
in r
-4
a. Of the sounds of the sea
b. Of the motion of the sea
c. Of the colors of the sea
d. Of the melancholy, the cruelty, and the
terror of the sea
e. Of the effect of the sea upon men
f. Giving thumb-nail pictures of scenes on
shipboard
2. By means of figures of speech-- ---Page 40
3. By vivid portrayal of the superstitions of
sailors -.^Page 41
4o By expression of the lure of the sea, of---Page -IS
v/hich the factors are
a. Love of adventure
by The exultation of conquering great forces
c. The love of the routine of life aboard ship
d. The love of the sea itself
IV, Style as an aid to effective treatment of the sea
1. Ease of comprehension --Page 46
a. Because of the rough, simple style suited
to even the most untutored mind
b. Similar to that of the bards of old, who
were addressing their poems to a living
audience
2, Expressive vocabulary Page 47

a. As plain as the language of the Anglo-Saxons
and of Chaucer, and as unsubtle
b. Many examples of sordidness, yet arresting
examples of a forcefulness and. vinllity long
absent from English poetry
c. Marked by vivid phrasing which results in
the atmosphere of reality mentioned as one
of* his alms
3. Use of alliteration Page 49
a. Again the Anglo-Saxon influence noticeable
b. To suggest the sDund of water or the sounds
connected with the ship
4. Meter as an aid to reality Page 50
a. Also used to express the sound and the mo-
tion of ships and water
b. Use of the Chaucerian stanza particularly
effective
c. Use of the cesura to express the alternate
pause and crash of the waves
5. His use of sharp contrasts of baldness and beauty,
each strengthening the impression m.ade by the
other Page 5l
6. His constant use of material that appeals to the
senses rather than to the mind Page 5'4
a. Enables us to see more vividly the myriad
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facets of sea life, thus achieving that atmos-
phere of reality at which he alms
7, His use of sea comparisons In poems not dealing
with the sea Page 55
V. Masefield's philosophy of life as revealed In his
sea poetry
1. Idea s of life and death permeated by the sea--Page 57
2. Fatalism noticeable, as It Is In most of those
who follow the sea-- Page 58
3. ’’Best choose the happy moments”, from his ’’Biography" ,
-
expression of another phase of his phi losophy---Page 67
a. Examples chosen mostly from his sea ex-
periences
VI, Debt to other writers examined
1, Anglo-Saxon Inheritance- --Page 60
a. Gives evidence of same definite knowledge of
the sea In Its terrible aspects
b. Uses alliteration as an aid to reality In ex-
pressing sound, as the Anglo-Saxon poets did
c. Makes frequent use of the cesura to express the
pause and crashof the waves, as they did
I
2, Debt to Chaucer- Page 60
a. Both sensitive to beauty
b. Both wrote verse marked by ruggedness and
commonness of diction
c* Both dealt with all sorts and conditions of men
d. V/ork of both marked by actual contact with life
e. Yet material and style of Masefield not copied
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frora Chaucer,- kinship of spirit explains
similarity
3, Debt to Kipling ----Page 61
a. Some similarity In Masefield’s early, Immature
work
b. Work of two men fundamentally quite different
In treatment of the sea, of ships, and of sailors
because of fundamental difference of temperaments
4, Debt to Yeats Page 63
a. A slight similarity In Masefield’s formative
years before he settled Into characteristic
style
b. Only real debt that for encouragement to write
poems based on actual sea experience
C . Summary Page 6i-
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A Study of the Treatment of the Sea In Masefield * s Poetry
A. Introduction
I. Previous Achievements in Sea-Poe try
A study of Masefield’s sea-poetry gives rise to the belief
that it represents the peak of achievement in depicting the
real ocean the deep sea---wlth reality and beauty, con-
sidering the whole range from the earliest sea-poetry up to
that of his own century.
It is curious that a sea-going people such as the English
should have written so little poetry of a high quality about
the sea and its sailors until comparatively recent times. It
might be said that until the end of the eighteenth century
our poets hardly saw the beauty of the sea, although they
felt its terror. Going back to the Anglo-Saxons, we can
so
see why this should b^. In the cheerless northland from
which the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes came, men learned to face
and defy the perils of the sea. They were sea-robbers, and
their highprowed warships were a menace and a terror to the
richer coast-settlements to the southward. This comradeship
with the sea left its mark upon their early poetry, in which
we find depicted not the calm blue depths of southern waters,
but the sea that these Vikings knew and conquered; the dull-
hued v/aste of the northern ocean, full of perils to be fought
and overcome. In #The Sea-Farer
,
for example, we find the
sailor at the prow watching in cold and darkness for the
dreaded rocks, while his feet are stiff with the cold; we
watch the storm fling great surges against the cliffs; we hear
?^^Morley’s English Writers, Vol
. II, p. 21
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the harsh scream of the sea-birds, whoso feathers are Incrusted
with Ice, answering the howl of the storm wind against the
rocks---always the wilder and fiercer aspects of the sea:
’’The wild rise of the waves.
The close watch of the night
At the dark prow In danger
Of dashing on rock.
Folded In by the frost.
My feet bound by the cold
In chill bands, In the breast
The heart burning with care.
The soul of the sea-weary
Hunger assailed,”
Elizabethan
For the people of old, the sea was ever the way of adventtire, of
discovery, of conquest; the girdle of safety; an unfathomable
mystery, a terror, a desolatlon--but It was not loved, Masefield
has inherited from the Anglo-Saxon poets this appreciation of
and power to express the harsh and terrible aspects pf the sea.
There Is one period that particularly draws attention.
Period
§
In this curiously suggestive shortage of sea-poetry, both from
the literary and historical points of view; namely, that of
Elizabeth. Greatly though the doings of the times In the new
realm of far-away ocean scenes acted on the national Imagination,
they affected very little the nation’s sea-poetry, and that in
spite of the fact that the tide of poetic expression was at high-
water mark. There was not produced even good minor poetry of the
sea. The only poetic reflection of these marvelous sea adven-
tures Is In Shakespeare’s #Tempest, and that is romantic in tone;
#Act I, Scene 2
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”Full fathom five thy father lies;
Of his bones are coral m.ade
;
Those are pearls, that were his eyes;
Nothing of him that doth fade.
But doth suffer a sea-chango
Into something rich and strange.
Sea-nymphs honrly ring his knell:
Hark I now I hear them--dl ng-dong, bell.”
Evsn the famous adventures of this per lod , --Dr ake
,
the Haw-
kinses, Frobisher, and Gilber t--hove not been worthily sung.
Fromi Anglo-Saxon times down to Coleridge and Kipling,
the poets used the sea as setting for their heroes’ adven-
tures, but seldom as a subject for poems about itself alone.
Here and there great lines have been written about the sea;
there are bits of vivid description of sea scenes, as^for
example, this bit of storm description from Shakespeare’s
#Othe!I lo ;
’’Metbinks, the wind hath spoke aloud at land;
A fuller blast ne’er shook the battlements:
If it hath ruffianed so upon the sea,
’ivhat ribs of oak, when mountains melt on them.
Can hold the mortise?
For do but stand upon the foaming shore,
The chi^ding billow seems to pelt the clouds;
The wind-shaked surge, v;ith high and monstrous main,
SeemxS to cast water on the burning bear,
And quench the guards of the ever-fixed pole:
I never did such molestation view
On th ’ enchafed flood,”
Even In Shakespeare’s work there is surprisingly little about
the sea, fine as are the few passages that do occur in his
songs and plays. And almost all those poets who have touched
upon the sea have described not the deep sea, which is the
real ocean, but the sea as it may be seen from the shore.
#Act II, Scene i
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for they were, almost without exception, landsmen lacking
any experience of the sea. Therefore, as Monsieur Jules
%
Douady says in ^ Mer e t ] es Poe te s Anglai
a
,
the solitude
and the violence of the sea alarm them. While they can
view a tempest from the shore with a calm eye '^or grandeur,
a tempest experienced out of sight of the shore is to
them full of menace and terror. We can understand, there-
fore why there should be such a hiatus in the v/riting of
poems expressing the sea with reality. Those ,vho knew the
sea had no power to express their knowledge, and to those
who had the power, the sea and practically all that was
seafaring was a something afar and unknown. As Patterson
says in his introduction to The Sea^s Anthology;
’’The charm of a fresh wind on a snappy sea and under
a ragged sky, or that of a calm on the open seas, was
entirely beyond the poets of the past. Where, then,
could there be any kinship between them and the rhythm
of fierce winds shrieking their wild anthems to the
skies? Old ocean had not touched the vitals of their
feeling--had not cast her charm about them.”
Eighteenth Again in the reign of Anne--one might say since some-
Century what prior to Dryden’s time and down to the middle of
the eighteenth century--with the short age of the roman-
tic derring-'do of conquest replaced by the inset and the
growth of plodding cominercialism, that which the golden
time had failed to produce could not be expected.
9 Ballads make up the bulk of our earlier sea poetry
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Ballads
#
Nineteenth
Centriry
They are mostly ancient, but many of them— certainly all
those th any serious pretensions to beauty--date from the
sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. The one
who led the way in poetry of -tlie deep seas was Falconer, a
Scots merchant seaman who^in ' 1*^62^ wrote "Shipwreck'',
showing for the first time a real knowledge of seamanship
and a real experience of the sea in angry mood, although he
was somewhat hampered by the conventions and artificialities
of his day. The ballad of " ’’'/inning of Caleg", too, 1s
excellent--one of the most vigorous in the language. It is
a stirring piece of writing, and is so full of local color
and of little, practical details that one feels that the
writer must have been one of the band of soldiers and sail-
ors engaged. Such ballads as these are, in their way, true
sea poetry, but they are not exhaustive. They, too, recog-
nize and make significant only the grimmest aspects of the
sea, and of the life of its followers. In their loathing of
the waters and of sea life they resemble most early English
sea poetry.
So late was the general awakening to the magic and
beauty of the sea that 1 t may fairly be said to be a nine-
teenth century characteristic. Before Byron and Shelley,
not much was said or sung about the beauty of the ocean,
save incidental references, such as have occurred in all
#John Masefield--A Sailor’s Garland
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1 i terutures ; for until then, though the English oou]d fear
the sea, and turn tt to use, they could not glory in the
splendor and the beauty of breaking v;ater. The romantic
^ poets of the early nineteenth century were impressed by the
magical beauty and glory of the waves, as the very early
poets had been by the terrors of the angry ocean, and the
ballad-singers, by the exploits of those who won victory
and fortune on the water. They express this sense of magical
beauty in high-sounding, rhetorical phrases, in most cases
with an extra’'’’agance that centers one’s attention on the
words, the intricate figures of speech, and the sonorous
periods hather than on the reality of the sea description,
Swinburne Swinburne, especially, has sung of the sea with an
ardor and a delight which seem unflagging, and the word it-
self has appeared in his poeti^y with a irequency probably
exceeding that of its occurrence in the collective writings
of all preceding English poets. It is in his lyrics that he
has revealed himself a poet of the sea, and, while he shows
the same tendency to exaggerated Imagery as the others of
his period, one feels the real sea-knowledge that these
ornaments cannot conceal; for Swinburne has that knowledge.
Although he did not carry on his father’s career as a sea-
man, the sea had for him from his earliest infancy an
irresistible fascination, and that love of the sea, that
W'
exhilaration that moved him when he thought of the sea
is revealed in the following selection from his ’’The
Sailing of the Swallow”, which might worthily compare with
the description of the storm in Masefield’s ’‘Dauber”;

-7 -
(Of Tristram rowing in the storm)
for his stroke
Was mightiest as the mightier water broke,
And in sheer measure like strong music drive
Clean through the v/et weight of the wallowing wave;
And as a tune before a great king played
For triumph was the tune thdr strong strokes made,
And sped the ship through with smooth strife of oars
Over the mid sea's gray foam-paven floors,
For all the loud breach of the waves at will.
So for an hour they fought the storm out still.
And the shorn foam spun from the blades, and high
The keel sprang from the wave-ridge, and the sky
Glared at them for a breath's space through the rain;
Then the bows with a sharp shock plunged again
Down, and the sea clashed on them, and so rose
The bright stem like one panting from swift blows.
And as a swimmer's joyous beaten head
Rears itself laughing, so in that sharp stead
The light ship lifted her long, quivering bows
As might the man his buffeted strong brows
out of the wave breach; for with one stroke yet
Went all men's oars together, str6ngly set
As to loud music, and with hearts uplift
They smote their strong way through the drench and drift:
Till the keen hour had chafed itself to death
And the east wind fell fitfully, breath by breath
Tired ,
"
Of the poets of the sea who wrote during the Pre-Victorian and
the Victorian eras, Swinburne is preeminent, although Matthew
Arnold and Tennyson have also written sea- strains that will
endure for their beauty and insight,
odern however, to the modern poets that we must turn for
Poets poetry that expresses, in a realistic manner, every mood and
phase of the sea, the ships that sail on it, and the men who
pilot the ships. It seems probable that when the contribution
of our time has been reckoned up it will be said that one of
its chief triumphs is that it has proclaimed the majesty and
glory of the dominion of the water. Our early poets have told
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us of the sea’s terrors, and our early ballad-singers have cele-
brated our sea victories. It has been the task of modern
poets , --Binyon, Bridges, Kipling, Newbolt, and others to tell
us of the magical attraction of the sea and to set before us
in ringing and strenuous verses, quite unlike those of even
the late nineteenth century, not only the terrors attendant
upon the angry sea, but tYie beauty of the sea in its rage as
well as in its moments of calm or dimpling peace.
And the modern poet who combines the powers and achieve-
ments of all previous ages and of his own Is Masefield, for
there is preserved in his sea-poetry something of the stern
endurance of the sea’s menace and terror as manifested in
Anglo-Saxon poetry, something of the old pathetic minor of
the sea-chanties, and the old sea-ballads, something of the
rollicking side of life, something of the old legends, and of
the genuine experiences of the men in the fo’c’s’le, told
singularly enough in very few periods of English verse, and
told here better perhaps than anyv/here else. Altogether,
J. E. Patterson sums it up perfectly when he says in his
introduction to The Sea’s Anthology ;
’’Until Masefield’s ’’Dauber;’' there was no poem of any
considerable length that had the real breath of the sea
’ t
:
that was saturated with a true deep-water atmos-
.
phere
;
that smacked of the brine as a seaman knows it;
that carried with it an unmistakable and inseparable sense
of heaving water, flying spray, bellying canvas, creak-
ing spars, ’shell-backs’ coming and going— life at sea
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with all the concomitant colours and effects that go to
make that life*
.
.combined v;ith a vivid conception of
the sea, that subtle, fawning, savage, gentle, insatiable,
ever-changing phase of Nature which yet in certain
matters is prlinevally and everlastingly the same,”
II . Blogi^aphical Background
Why should Masefield not have written as one who knows
of the sea and all connected with it, for we have his own
word for the fact that the sea made him. In his "Biography”
he says;
”,
. o’Vhen I am dust my penman may not know
Those water-trampling ships which made me glow.
Rut think my wonder mad and fail to find
Their glory, even dimly, from my mind.
And yet they made me,”
In this poem he has disclaimed all faith in history as it
usually is told, protesting that the really great things of
life are not the events pounced upon by the chronicler. To
Ttmark the height achieved, the ^ain result” (which is all
that the text-books attempt) is not to tell the story of
any soul; and for Masefield, far more than any event to which
a historian would promptly clap a date, are "golden instants
and bright days” when some rich emotion moved him to the
f\
soul; and m^ of these moments were connected with the sea:
"The day on which beneath an arching sail
I saw the Cordilleras and gave hail.”
And he speaks of the gifts of life that made nh hat he is;
"The gift of being near ships, of seeing each day
A city of ships with great ships under weigh;
The great street paved with water, filled with shipping
And all the world's flags flying and sea gulls dipping.”
or
"The night alone near water when J heard
All the sea's spirit spoken by a bird,”

Wanderl'ust
Knowledge
of
Sea
and
Ships
Knowledge
of
Seamen
f
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He must have had many of these ^golden moments” when,
as a small boy, he became seized with wanderlust and in-
dulged his venturesome spirit by running away from school
and home, tramping the countryside far and wide. However,
valuable as these wanderings may have been for gathering im-
pressions that were to make the man and the poet, his family
seemed to feel that some curb on them was needed. So at
thirteen he was sent to the training-ship Conway, to undergo
the discipline and to learn the trade of a sailor. For three
years on that boat and in the regular merchant service, he
sailed the seas, experiencing the harshness of the ocean,
reveling in its beauties. He came to know the sea; and he
came to knov# sailing ships with the real knowledge of the
common sailor. In spite of the hard work,he loved the sea
and felt it answering a need of his soul. Its beauty and
majesty color all his poetry and provide him with the material
of Dauber , Here, with the vividness of his own experience,
he narrates the story of a voyage around the Horn; he depicts
life on board; he describes convincingly the days of calm
weather and, with awful Intensity, the storm.
With the sea he came to know and love those who follow
it. He knew men, not as their officer, but as their fellow
worker; he shared their loyalties and their joys; he ex-
perienced with them toil and privation. These were the
workers whose latireate he was to be in Salt Water Ballads,
poems of the sea, vivid pictures of men and of boats, told
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in the language of the sailors.
After this period of training, Masefield, who had
suffered a slight touch of sunstroke, obtained permission
to leave the service and, when not yet seventeen, gave up
the sea for good. He began his literary work at the age of
eighteen, but, though he never returned to the sea. It has
permeated all his poems (whether or not they deal with sea
subjects), his philosophy of life, and his Ideas of death,
William Lyon Phelps, In his article, # ”The Advance of
English Poetry in the Twentieth Century,” says that In
connection with Masefield’s work he always thinks of Psalm
107:
"They that go down to the sea In ships, that do busi-
ness in great waters, these see the works of the Lord,
and his wonders In the deep,”
Certainly the wandering work of the sailor gave Masefield
Immense opportunity to study the naked beauty of nature,
the "great queenliness” of ships, the sordidness and sim-
plicity of sea-following men, the glory of Intense conflict,
the glory of faithful friendships, "all that beauty born of
a manly life and bitter duty," which was to be the warp and
woof of his poems,
B. Body
I. Literary Aim or Creed
Masefield’s aim or literary creed, as revealed In a
study of his sea poems, is threefold:- He intends first.
# Bookman 46:428-37. December, 1917
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to search for and present^ in a way that all can understand,
the beauty that exists In the commonplace things of life;
second, to express all phases of sea life with reality;
and third, to use poetry as the medium for that expression.
These three alms are stated, more or less definitely, over
and over again in his poems and in his speeches. One feels,
rightly or wrongly, that the aspirations with which he
credits Dauber are his own as well. Dauber says:
’’It’s not been done, the sea, not yet been done.
From the inside, by one who really knows;
I’d give up all if I could be the one,”
And Masefield sees, as Dauber saw,
’’That if he drew the line of sailors’ faces
Sweating the sail, their passionate play and change,
It would be new and wonderful and strange;
That this was what his work meant; it would be
A training in new vision,”
Masefield also reali zes for us the innermost depths of a
sailor’s feeling, as Dauber aimed to do on his inexpert
canvases
:
a revealing
Of passionate men In’bAttle with the sea,
High on an unseen stage, shaking and reeling ;
And men through him would understand their feeling.
Their might, their misery, their tragic power.
And all by su'^ferlng pain a little hour,”
and again:
”He had had revelation of the lies
Cloaking the truth men never choose to know;
He could bear witness now and cleanse their eyes;
'A He had beheld suffering; he was wise.”
Beauty His desire to find and reveal the beauty inherent in common
things---the poetic creed adopted in that humble Yonkers room,
where he definitely decided to make poetry his life work---
was the creed of the romanticists, only enlarged to fit a
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wlder experience of which his own life had given him in-
sight.
"Consecration’* was the title of his preface to Salt
Water Ballads
,
a consecration of his music to "the dirt
and the dross, the dust and scum of the earth;" for those
in the upper stratum of society have plenty of opportunity
to see teauty about them, and the means to surround them-
selves with it; so, as he says in another stanza of the
above-named poem:
"Not the ruler for me, but the ranker, the tramp of
the road.
The slave with the sack on his shoulders, pricked
on with the goad.
The ra^ with too weighty a burden, too weary a
load."
He wishes to be the poet of the English people as he sees
and knows them, chiefly people who have to work very hard
for a living, but whose hungers of heart are as compell-
ing as their appetite for food, whose drudgery is mingled
with dreams, and who, in whatever squalor they may live,
can never wholly cease to look for better things. He
hopes to bring to "the eyes of the mind the butter-
flies and petals of blossoms blowing from the unseen"
world of beauty into this world," a beauty in which he
believed as the heritage and the salvation of those who
live in "the dust and scum of the earth." He felt that,
as the poet was the one divinely gifted to feel and
understand this beauty, which is hidden from less
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#
Poetic
Medium
imaginative men. It was his duty, by the processes of his
creative expression, to touch men’s emotions and sympathies
by these glimpses of a transcendent world. One almost dares
to say that In Masefield the proletariat finds at last its
spokesman, and, as Vida D. Scudder says, # “The -treasure of
the humble is revealed.'*
That Masefield aimed at expressing all these things In
a way to make them seem absolutely real, not only to the
world at large, but also to the sailors themselves^ we know
from his own words* In response to a question asked him by
the Tribune interviewer as to the guiding motive in his
writing, Masefield replied; **I desire to interpret life both
by reflecting it as it appears and by portraying its out-
come.** And to the reporter for the ^New York Times he
said:
**It is also true, I think, that poetry did not become
the possession of the people until after the poets had
reversed their attitude toward the world in which they
found themselves, until they had given up refusing life
and struck their roots down into a definite acceptance
of life.
**If we have to choose between an ugly reality and a
beautiful unreality, we hold to reality. There must be
reality, we feel, because it is only out of the soil of
reality out of the actual world in which he lives
that the poet can grow things which are lasting in their
appeal to the people.**
He chooses the medium of poetry for the fulfilment of his
first aims for reasons which again are perhaps best ex-
pressed in his own words. In an address, **Wlth the giving
Voice,** delivered on October 24, 1924, at the first general
# Masefield and Gibson: A Renascence in Social Poetry
Vida D, Scudder. Survey 31:707-9 Mar. 7, 1914,
Y, Times Book Review. Nov. 16, 1930,
.
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meeting of the Scottish branch of The Association for the
Speaking of Verse, he said, ## ’’Poetry Is the gift of the
gods, which fills out and makes radiant this life of ours;”
£ind again, ’’Poetry is always wanted; it is a need of the
human he ar t .
”
In an interview granted to John Cournos for The Indepen-
dent
,
he says:
# ”I feel it’s generally easier to let yourself go
in verse than in prose, '/Then you try to express
passion in prose, you find it a rather limited med-
ium and when those great, rare moments of high
tension come upon you, you want a more passionate
medium*
”
Then, too, the use of poetry as the medium fulfils a need for
beauty to lift what would otherwise be rather sordid narratives
into a region where they are seen in universal relations which
give them significance and harmony.
II Beauty
Consistent worship of beauty, ,both concrete and abstract,
is one of the most outstanding traits of Masefield’s poetry.
No English poet has ever conveyed a more intense realization
of the beauty of the sea or of ships, and all that has to do
with theqj. One finds the word beauty innumerable times through
out his work usually, indeed, spelled with a capital B, This
is-ftc message of his sea-poems, the attempts to convey to the
world an appreciation, not only of abstract beauty, but of the
beauty of ships, the beauty of the sea in fair weather and foul
## Rica Brenner, Ten Modern Poe ts, P. 225-52
# John Cournos 73: A Visit to JoEn Masefield
Independent 73: d33-& EepTT E, 1$12,
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the beauty of the heavens, and last, but by no means least,
the beauty to be seen in the commonplace life on shipboard.
One finds the expression of one or more of these in all of
^ N'asefield ’ s sea-poetry, but probably the best illustration
of its combined effect is the following from Dauber t
”Tlii s he would paint, and that, and all these scenes.
And proud ships carrying on, and men their minds.
And blues of rollers toppling into greens.
And shattering into white that bursts and blinds.
And scattering ships, running erect like hinds.
And men in oilskins beating down a sail
High on the yellow yard, in snow, in hall.
And summer scenes would grow under his brush.
The tropic dawn with all things dropping dew.
The darkness and the wonder and the hush.
The Insensate grey before the marvel grew;
Then the veil lifted from the trembling blue.
The walls of sky burst in, the flower, the rose.
All the expanse of heaven, a mind that glows,"
Abstract
„
Absl^pct beauty, the infinite beauty of the world, draws
Beautyhim no less than the beauty of actual things. Beauty is
his inspiration; except under the condition of direct con-
templation of beauty, the thrilling music and the magic
phrase that are the touchstones of poetry are not present in
his work. The pure essence of Masefield’s poetic quality
is the spontaneous and inevitable utterance of the consuming
passion for beauty, by reason of which he is a poet. On a
score of the more obvious of man’s activities, he will turn
out verse that is nearly always workmanlike and satisfying,
seldom anything more. But let the thought of the v/onder,
the power of beauty enter his mind, and he becomes all passion
and dreams, while his medi\xm pulses with a new life, a
rhythm that makes one ache and dream with the poet. This
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Beauty Is to him a patent, but very indefinite blue flower,
something felt and sought Intensely, but never found. In
’’Roadways,” he is ”in quest of that one beauty God put me
here to find,” The poet apparently has no thought for the
nature and function of this beauty, or for its haunts; but
his devotion to itt is passionate. In Dauber ^ as in his
other i\arratlve poems, he is seeking for the soul of beauty
in things evil, in things common and sometimes unclean, in
lives that are broken and that the world’s rough hands have
soiled. The theme and the setting of Daube
r
possess a beauty
upon which Masefield’s imagination struck fire; and his
imagination fired his verse. The Dauber, himself the pil-
grim of beauty, pursues his hopeless quest amid the terrible
beauty of the sea. It is Masefield’s own sensitiveness to
beauty and picturesqueness that he records in this poem, and
something of his own struggle to attain beauty of life through
the rough road of ^he sailor. Just so, perhaps, were his
own moments of ecstasy (engendered by the beauty seen in
sail and water) intruded upon by the gibes and ironic laugh-
ter of his fellows. There is beauty in the courage which
sends Dauber, weakest and most timid of the crew, first on
deck to go aloft in the storm when the ship is rounding
Cape Horn, and there is beauty in his death which, though it
seems the ultimate and wanton crown of failure, only empha-
sizes his firm faith in the power of beauty, for which, through
countless ages, the search will continue, ” ’It will go onj^
he cried aloud, and. passed,”
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Beauty Of all actual, beautiful things, sailing ships move Mase-
of field most deeply. His appreciation of their beauty seems
Ships an Integral part of his being. He says of them:
I') ”I cannot tell their beauty nor make known
Magic that once thrilled through me to the bone,’^
There are scores of passages In his poems which convey sharp
impressions of the beauty of the ships,
. • .those proud ones swaying home
With mainyards backed and bows a cream of foam,”
There Is the ship of purely romantic fancy, as ln”Spanish Waters,”
’’Cargoes,” and ”An Old Song Resung”, and there are countless
actual ships, the lo^^iest of which is the Wanderer :
’’Tense, like a supple athlete with lean hips.
Swiftness at pause, the Wanderer ccore again.
Come as of old, a queen, untouched by time.
Resting the beauty that no seas could tire.
Sparkling, as though the midnight’s rain were rime.
Like a man’s thought transfigured into fire,”
He makes us see the beauty of all parts of the sailing ship,---
the ’’bows so lovely-curving, cut so fine,” the masts of the
Wanderer ’’like trees In winter, frosty-bright,” the sails,
’’wind- steadied arches leaning on the night,” ”the high trucks
traced on heaven,” the ’’canvas running up in a proud sweep,”
the water-line, where ”foam trembled at her bows like wisps
of wool,” or where she had ”a white bone in her teeth” or a
’’white curl of bubbles at her lips.” Even when draggled and
torn in her battle with the elements the Wanderer still seems
a beautiful living creature to him. We still get our impression
of beautiful lines, as he compares her to a dying swan or a
’’wounded sea-bird with a broken wing.” Every movement of the
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ship is beauty, strength, and grace made concrete, 'whether
she is "trampling billows" or "striding out of night" of
"proud as a war-horse snuffing battle, pawing," Under all
conditions, the clipper-ship is to him the epitome of "beauty
and strength together, wonder, style." He mourns the passing
of the clipper-ship, for he feels that it typifies England’s
greatness. In his poems "Ships," one of liii greatest, he voices
this feeling in the following lines:
"I touch my country’s mind, I come to grips
With half her purposd
,
thinking of these ships
That art untouched with softness, all that line
Drawn ringing hard to stand the test of brine.
That nobleness and gfandeury. all that beauty
Born of a manly life and bitter duty.
That splendour of fine bows which yet could stand
The shock of rollers never checked by land*
That art of masts, sail-crowded, fit to break.
Yet stayed to strength and backstayed into rake.
The life demanded by that art, the keen
Eye-puckered, hard-case seamen, silent, lean,---
They are grander things than all the art of towns.
Their tests are tempests and the sea that drowns.
They are my country’s line, her great art done
By strong brains labouring on the thought unv/on.
They mark our passage as a race of men.
Earth will not see such ships as those again."
Be auty The beauty of the sea, the setting for these ships, has
of the been extolled by other poets before Masefield, but mostly
Sea its beauty in fair weather under blue skies and glittering
sunlight. Perhaps Masefield felt that that phase of its
beauty had been overdone or at least sufficiently stressed,
for certain it is that the number of poems in which he pic-
tures the sea under sunny skies is extremely limited, al-
though there are innumerable pictures of it in foul weather,--
$)
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In howling gales, with snow, sleet, or rain, in fog, and
In oll^ calm. He knows it thoroughly in every phase, and
^
he makes us know It, too.
In We get a picture of the ocean In smiling mood, where
Fair all Is peacefully basking in the tropical sunshine, from
Weather these lines of ”Harbour-Bar”
;
’’All In the feathered palm-tree tops the bright
green parrots screech.
The white line of the running surf goes booming
down the beach.”
and we get a contrasting picture of blithe activity in a
more bracing atmosphere, in Dauber
,
although the skies are
still blue:
.
..»*the leap of water off the side
Where the great clipper trampled iron-hooved,
Making the blue hills of the sea divide,
Shearing a glittering scatter in her stride,
And leaping on full tilt with all sails drav/ing.”
And again.
..... blues of rollers toppling into greens.
And shattering into white that bursts and blinds.”
Or, ’’The wester came as steady as the Trades;
Brightly it blew, and still the ship did shoulder
The brilliance of the water’s white cockades
Into the milky green of smoky smoulder.”
We see it under the sunset.
”That leap and light and sudden change to green
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%
The
Stormy
Weather
And all the glittering from the sunset’s red,
And the milky colors where the bursts have been."
Then, when the sun has definitely set, and twilight is ap-
proaching, "the tints of red and green passed on dark water-
glints."
Yes, Masefield can make us see, as he has seen, the ocean,
"bright blue and silver-fleeced," but he does not often choose
to do so. Like the Anglo-Saxons, to whom he is in many ways
a throw-back, he prefers to deal with the more melancholy or
terrible aspects of the sea, although unlike them he forces
us to see the beauty in those aspects. Looking up from the
description of the storm in Daubey
,
the reader is vaguely sur-
prised to find himself in a quiet, warm room, with no evidences
of storm and stress outside; for he has been with Dauber up
among the spars "flying and going mad" as the ship wallowed
as if drunk, rolling scuppers under in the green water, bury-
ing her snout in the sea, which was a welter of whiteness, now
snapping up in bursts, nov/ dying away. He has seen the sea-
tops "cut off and flung down smashed." He has found himself
"high in the night, reeling great blinding arcs," looking down
to the deck below, "filled with white water as though heaped
with snow." He has felt Vthe freezing snow beat in the face
like shots," "the blast roaring from nether hell and filled
v/ith ice;" he has seen water and sky, "devilish brews which
boiled, shrieked, and glowered," while the wind struck at the
men clinging to the masts, "drenched, frozen, gasping, blinded,
beaten dumb," and "all the air was blind with flying scum,"
He has heard through the howling of the wind "tatters of shouts
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flung, rags of yells,” Is It any wonder that he comes back
to the world about him with a sense of unreality? There Is
beauty here, a terrible beauty such as no poet before Mase-
field had achieved. Anyone can see and paint the beauty of
sparkling blue waters, if he has merely sat on the rocks and
looked out to the sea, but here we have pictures that could
be the product of nothing less than actual personal experi-
ence of and ingrained familiarity with the mad beauty of
stormy water, and that Masefield had.
With the quieter aspects of foul weather, he is like-
wise familiar. Less spectacular than the howling gale is
the coming of the snow,
”, little and light,
^^lost multitudinous drift of dirty white-^
^ATill all the sky was hidden by the small.
Tumbling and wavering down and covering all
Covering the sky, the sea, the clipper tail.
Furring the ropes with white, casing the mast.
Coming on*J|Jknown air, but blowing past,”
And the fog which preceded the snow has its own melancholy
beauty---melancholy because Masefield compares it to the
”mufflings of dark death,” enclosing the ship in a stifling
wall, a wall of nothing, behind which anything might be
hidden. The sound of the fog-horn echoes drearily back
from it; the sea sighs gently behind and beneath lt» Yet,
in spite of the feeling of oppression which it engenders,
there is a srort of sullen beauty, too. Between the ship
and the sun which is st 'Uggling to penetrate it, the fog
shapes Itself into mighty cliffs. Islands, and chasms
tinged with red, heaving in vast ripples as it changes
from one to the other.
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C.1m He paints the sea in calm and peaceful mood sometimes
disagreeably and more often agreeably. There Is an ex-
ample of the former In Dauber
,
where he says:
’’Out of the air a time of quiet came.
Calm fell upon the heaven like a drouth;
The brass sky watched the brassy water flame.
Drowsed as a snail the clipper loitered south
Slowly, with no v/hite bone across her mouth;
No rushing glory, like a queen made bold,"
But what could be more beautiful than this from "The
Wanderer"?
"l saw a mighty bay’s wind-crinkled blue
Ruffling the image of a tranquil- town.
With lapsing waters glittering as they grew.
And near me in the road the shipping swung.
So stately and so still in such great peace
That like to drooping crests their colors hung.
Only their shadows trembled without cease."
Beauty And "Christmas Eve at Sea," which is too long to quote
of the here, is in its entirety a picture of peaceful beauty at
Heavens sea.
Almost inseparable from Masefieldfe portrayal of the
beauty of ships and of the sea is his treatment of the
beauty of the heavens, and yet it is worthy of a passing
and distinct mention. Most of his references to it are
made in Salt Water Ballads
,
where one gets vivid bits,
such as "When the rising moon was a copper disc and the
sea was a strip of steel." However, in Dauber there is o
one beautiful stanza almost wholly devoted to the sky:
"The rain blew past and let the stars appear;
The seas grew larger as the moonlight grew;
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Por half an hour the ring of heaven was clear.
Dusty with moonlight, grey rather than blue;
In that great moon the showing stars were few.”
Beauty Naturally, In his presentation of the beauty gleaned
in the from his experiences at sea, Masefield has devoted himself
Common-mo 3 tly to the things which are by everyone considered to be
Place esthetically beautiful; yet he has also conjured up for us
pictures of men at work at commonplace tasks on yards and
deck, as vivid as any pictures of sea life in Winslow
Homer. For example. In Dauber ;
’’Eight bells were struck, and feet from every-
where
Went shuffling aft to muster In the dark;
The mate’s pipe glowed above, a dim red spark.
Names in the darkness passed and voices cried;
The red spark glowed and died,”
And the beauty of the ordinary things connected with life
on shipboard Is brought out. We see ’’the ladder brasses
in the sunlight burn,” We watch the men raising the sails,
and the process becomes a thing of beauty:
’’There the four leaning spires of canvas rose
Royals and skysails lifting, gently lifting
With mighty jerks that set the shadows shifting.
The courses tugge”^ their tethers; a blue haze
Drifted like ghostssof flocks come down to graze
Then the great skyline made her perfect round.
Notched now and then by the sea’s deeper blue,
A smoke -smutch marked a steamer homeward bound.
The haze wrought all things to Intenser hue.”
Thus we find that Masefield has accomplished with his
pen what his hero. Dauber, failed to accomplish with his
brush. The beauty of the ship, the beaiity of dawn and mid-
night, the majesty of the storm, all are revealed to us in
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a series of -unforgettable pictures. Even if he had not suc-
ceeded, one feels that, merely out of striving for beauty,
he would have gained the same consolation that he makes Dau-
ber express:
”... .peace and a gentle beauty
Turning his spirit’s water into wine.
Lighting his splri-f with a touch of flame:
0 joy of trying for beauty, ever the same.
You never fall, your comforts never end;
0 balm of this world’s way, 0 perfect friend!”
Ill Reality
Others before Masefield had expressed the beauty of the
sea. The nineteenth century poets particularly had, as v/e
have seen above, emphasized in extravagant phrases and with
much high-so-unding rhetoric the beauty of sun on water, the
fairness of white ships against a background of blue sky,
and even, as in Swinb-urne’s ”The Sailing of the Swallow,” the
magnlficance of a stormy sea, but not one of them had suc-
ceeded in producing an atmosphere of reality in connection
with the sea, such as Masefield unmistakably achieves. The
reason for this is obvious; Masefield has been in contact
with sea life at first hand, and his poetry is the harvest
real experience. He writes of life ih the raw as
he saw it, not as it may be imagined from the parlor sofa.
Whatever he has seen, he can make his readers see, for he
has the graphic power of Ruskin, and he uses it as minutely,
though with reference to quite different subjects. Through
it all there breathes the passionate sympathy of one vh o
understands and loves the ordinary man because he himself has
toiled and laughed and suffered with him. This power to
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»
render with vivid detail pictures of the sea and of all con-
nected with it is noticeable in all his work from his earliest
poems, Salt Water Ballads, sometimes unpleasantly sordid,
soraetimes poignantly beautiful, to his masterpiece. Dauber,
that matchless paean of the sea, nay, more, the very sea
itself. In its stark reality there is perhaps nothing in
the English tongue that excels it, not of Swinburne’s nor
even of Noyes’ magnificent epic of the sea, ’’Drake”, There
isa superb and breathless realism in the tempest sweeping
over his ship, subsiding, and returning to break again. There
is an almost equally stormy realism in the men who face it.
He has the artistic realism that intensifies without dis-
torting truth. He achieves this atmosphere of reality (1)
by means of vivid description of the sounds, the motion,
the colors of and connected with the sea; of the terror
Methods which it inspires and its cruelty; of the melancholy en-
of gendered in those who follow the sea and those who wait and
Achieving watch at home; of its brutalizing effect upon the souls of
Reality men and he sometimes combines all these into clear-cut
little thumb-nail pictures of scenes on shipboard. He pro-
duces this effect (2) by the use of striking figures of
speech; (3) by his portrayal of the superstitions insepar-
able from the life of a sailor; and (4) by his graphic
o
presentation of the lure of the sea, that calls men back
after they have definitely determined to retire.
By Means Prom all of the sea poems, but particularly from Dau-
of ber
,
we get in the most minute detail the sounds associated
Vivid with life on a ship, ranging from the tiny, cheerfully or-
Description dlnary sounds through those which are are depressing to
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Sounds
those which are actually terrible, all of which help to
make Intensely real the particular phase of sea life which
Masefield Is picturing at the time. When the weather Is
fair or the usual everyday life on shipboard Is going on,
he gives us the minute sounds that to the trained ear of
the sailor mean that all Is well, --the resonant wire-hum
from every rope, the drumming of the reef-points like the
pattering of little feet, the small blrd-llke noises from
the sheaves, the slatting of the sails, the clacking of the
tackle tugging at pins and cleats, the clattering of the
logship on the grating, the quick calls of the men, all
punctuated by the clang of the ship’s bells. In one place
when Dauber has just told his life story to Si, one of the
crew, and, turning, has found him asleep, the silence and
isolation of the two are emphasized by the fact that he
could hear huge dewdrops from the stay-sails drop and spit.
In the period of comparative calm before the storm,
when all nature seems to sense its proximity and to be de-
pressed thereby, the effect Is heightened by vivid des-
cription of the sounds that foretell the terror to come.
The foghorn ’’bayed like a solitary hound lost in a covert.”
The water moaned and sighed. The cry of the whales surged
up, ’’mournful, despairing, .. ,a noise like one slow wave on
a still beach,” and continued in the pauses of the fog-
horn throughout the night. Behind the dense wall of fog,
the sea-birds could be heard, splashing the still water
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Motion
and mewing desolately, ’’All the air seemed full of
gradual moan, as though in those cloud-chasms horns were
blowing the mort for gods cast out and overthrown.'* And
during the storm when Dauber sat in his cabin in utter
depression, too numb with cold to unbutton his oilskins,
in the silence ’’the drops from dripping clothes went pat”
on the floor.
^/IThen their worst premonitions had been realized and
the atmosphere was one of extreme terror, even torment, the
sounds accompanying the storm did their part in giving
reality to the scene. Instead of the pattering of the reef-
points and the small blrd-llke noises of the sheaves, there
was ’’the thundering rattle of the slatting sheaves,” the
’’cracking clang” of splitting backstays, the beating of the
splintered crojick. Instead of sighing v/ater and moaning
wind there was the bawling of the wind and the crashing
of huge seas on the deck, making ’’water and air one inter-
mingled roar,” sunid which could be heard the momentEiry
shrieking of birds being blown past, the blare of the
speaking-trumpet, the”tatters and rags of yells” as the
seamen tried to direct and warn one another, while ’’the sea
roared past in white procession filled with wreck.”
Less prominent, perhaps, but still helping to complete
the impression of reality are those parts of Masefield’s
sea poetry which picture motion, --motion of the sea or of
the ships upon it. In ’’The Port of Holy Peter,” a
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thoroughly sordid and disagreeable poem, the Impression Is In-
tensified by the description of how ’*the blue laguna rocks
and quivers,” while In It ”dull gurgling eddies twist and spin,”
And llkev^lse In Dauber the feeling of oppression before the
storm Is heightened by this picture:
”A11 through the windless night the clipper rolled
In a great swell with oily gradual heaves
Peering down Into the water. , ,
One saw a dim, smooth, oily glitter of brown.
Heaving and dying away and leaving room
For yet another,”
And In ”A Ballad of Cape St, Vincent” Is brought home to us
the quiet peace of a sailor’s grave where ’’over them the tide
goes lappln’, swayin’ eternally,”
Par different from these pictures Is that of the open sea,
as the ship plunges through ’’the rolling, combing cresters”,
with the bow-wash ’’piling high and thrashing Into spray,” and
’’spattering the bows with foam,” Now Masefield compares the
clipper to a war-horse, ’’heaving her dripping flanks,” rushing
’’like a skln-glls tenlng stallion not yet baulked,” ’’held with
taut bridles, pawing, but compelled;” now to a great bird
swooping Into the smother, dipping and dipping In response to
the motion of the waves. Now, under crov/ded sail, she stumbles
along as If drunk, staggering under the onslaughts of the wind,
wallowing In the troughs of the waves, tilting dangerously as
she veers suddenly and the wind strikes her from another angle,
limping along In the water after tho storm as If lame. At
another time she Is a queen, swaying nobly and superbly In to
her berth; and then she Is a runner nobly swinging Into her
stride, as she sweeps along, shouldering her way through the
milky green smother of water, appearing to leap obstacles
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Color
without effort, with the waves bowing down before her as
she treads the bubbles down,
Masefield Is very, very sparing In his use of color,
for he deals mostly with the harsher aspects of sea life
with the sailor In conflict with the cruel, almost malig-
nant forces of nature. It Is only In his early poems, and
usually only In those which deal with the tropics, that we
find him expressing himself In terms of any colors other
than gray of skies, green of water, and white of foam. So,
In ’’The Golden City of St, Mary,” he says:
’’Out beyond the sunset, could I but find the way.
Is a sleepy blue laguna which widens to a bay.”
A1 s o
:
’’Among the green palm-trees where the flre-flles
shine
Are the white tavern tables where the gallants
dine ,
”
And In "Trade 7/lnds”:
’’And o’ nights there’s flre-flles and the yellow
moon.
And In the ghostly palm-trees the sleepy tune
Of the steady Trade Winds blowing.”
In ”A Ballad of John Silver” he pictures a scene ’’with the
silver seas around us and the pale moon overhead.” The
only real color In connection with ship life comes In ”A
Ballad of Cape St. Vincent” where he paints briefly but
at
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Terror
vividly a picture of
"Ports a-llt like little stars a-settln*.
See ’em glintin’ yaller, green, and red,"
Then, too, there is his sunset description, somewhat remi-
niscent of Coleridge’s "Ancient Mariner";
"Down sank the crimson sun into the sea.
The west grew dun,"
The Dauber complains that he cannot capture the sunset
colors on the water, ---the change from glittering light to
green and red, and the milky white where a wave has burst,
the passing of the tints into dark water-glints as the sun
sinks
•
T</e get, at rare Intervals, a mention of blue sky, golden
stars, fiery fishes, and phosphorescent water, but these
are merely conventional, Masefield is infinitely more pic-
torial and achieves a greater impression of actuality when
he is dealing with cold gray skies, green rollers crash-
ing into creamy foam, the fitful red spark in the Mate’s
pipe, or the polished ladder-brasses burning in the sun-
light.
The terror that is attendant upon sea life is made real
in Dauber when the boy, knowing that they are approaching
the Horn, where his real test will come, tortures himself
with the thought that he may not play the man in that time
of trial. In his mind he reviews his feelings when he went
up on a calm mild day to help change the sails, having
to sit upon a moving footrope one hundred and fifty feet
above the deck, holding by one hand while he strained to
toss a gasket’s coil around the yard. And he realizes
^7*
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Hardships
i
that that was nothing- at all compared to the terror that
will assail him up there when It Is blowing hard. It
was a task fraught with horror for seasoned men. How
much more terrible was It for this sensitive boy with
the soul of fiin artist] So real is Masefield’s descrip-
tion of his terror that we too are Imbued with the fear
of hanging upon that yielding rope, ”high in the night,
reeling in great blinding arcs as the ship rolled;” of
lying out on the yard, gripping the frozen ropes and feel-
ing giddy at the glimpses of the mighty space of air that
intervenes between us and the water-filled deck far below;
of falling into the snarling ocean, on one of the wide
swings, and being drowned; or of falling to death on the
deck, as Dauber later did.
Certainly life at sea is cruel In the hardships that
It Imposes upon those who follow it, and Masefield makes
us realize this as no one else has done. His are not
pretty, comic-opera seamen, but men who work hard, live
hard, and die hard, who know long hours and little pay.
He gives us homely poems dealing with the death of
sailcrSin storm^or from fever; of sailors shaking with
fever and either suffering from the lack of quinine or
being accused of malingering. We see men in oilskins,
high on the yards, beating down a sail with faces
ducked down to avoid the slanting drive of hall and
half-frozen spray, with savage eyes salt-reddened at
the rims, fighting to capture the roaring canvas
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Melancholy
which, like a thing alive, shakes the masts, knocking
their numbed hands away for hour after hour until the
idea of comfort and warmth seems to tl-iem like something
that never existed. We see them, released for a time
from this grilling "toil
,
after wading along the decks
through water that is waist-deep, entering the bunk-
rooms to find water swirling about on the floor, flood-
ing the lower tier, so that they have to crawl into
sopping wet bunks in sodden clothes, with no means of
getting them dry or of fortifying themselves with
warmth to prepare them for the next call to the yards.
And this was not one day^s cruel experience alone, but,
^rlng the month of rounding the Horn, Dauber ’’was never
warm nor dry nor full nor rested,” There is nothing ro-
mantic about a life like this. It rather changes one’s
ideas of the romantic beauty of the clipper ship.
With experiences like these behind him, we cannot
wonder at the melancholy that pervades most of Masefleld%
poetry of the sea. The sea and death seem to be very
closely connected in his mind. Almost all the Salt Water
Ballads deal with death--death in a particularly sordid
and gruesome manner, on a background of the sea in its
most bleak and desolate moods. Only perhaps two of them
express the joyous and exulting lure of the sea; --the
few others that touch upon it at all seem to picture the
men as drawn in spite of themselves and of their knowl-
edge of the cruelty and sordidness of the life at sea.
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Effect
of Sea
Upon
Men
%
f’.'.i,
All his sea-poems are penetrated by the old saga-melan-
choly inherited from the Anglo-Saxons, One cannot help
wondering sometimes if Masefield, with his vivid sensitive-
ness to human suffering and misery, has not let himself
be carried away into a certain misrepresentation; for
after all there must be some brightness even in the life
of a sailor, or no one would engage in it. As Robert
Shafer says in his article, #”Two of the Newest Poets,”
if their life really seemed to them the thing that Mase-
field makes it out to be, they would probably long ere
this have drowned themselves.
Part of Masefield’s atmosphere of reality in his sea
poetry is created by his depiction of the sailors them-
selves and of the way in which they are influenced by
the sea. Apparently human beings are moulded by contact
with the sea as its waves can mould the damp sand-dunes,
Mrs, Sharp, in the prefatory note to her ^Sea-Music
,
says that ’’the children of the sea, wheresoever they may
be, betray unmistakably at once their parentage and their
lealty,” And David Morton says in his present-day poem,
’’Those That Go Down to the Sea,”
”,
, .these men are not as other men;
They walk as strangers through the crowded street.”
Certainly Masefield makes of his sailors a race apart.
They feel the lure of the sea they cannot keep away
from it; but it is about half and half of love and hatred of
^Aflantic Monthly Vol. lilt Apr., I9l3,
^Sea-Music, An Anthology of Poems and Passages Des-
criptive of the ~^a. Mrs Wm. Sharp
.
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Good
Humor
and
Kindliness
the sea that governs theip. They are not unconscious of
the apparently enmity of the sea toward them, but they are
not crushed or conquered by it. They learn to take its
buffets with a sort of coarse good-humor ; they give a
helping hand to fellow-sailors in need; they are at times
religious, but more often profane. But the most far-reaching
effect of the sea upon men is that which creates a certain
callousness, almost brutality, in the face of danger, of
suffering, even of death. There are many examples of this
effect in Masefield’s poetry.
In Dauber, after the men have come down from the yards,
exhausted from hours of battling with the sails, and Dau-
ber is knocked over by a heavy sea and almost swept to
his death, the Bosun picks Dauber up, saying facetiously;
"This ain’t the George’s Swimming Baths,
Keep on your feetj"
And almost immediately he himself is felled by a comber,
but he jests thus in the face of daPger.
On another occasion, a seaman, with rough kindliness,
goes out of his way to open the door of the round-house
for Dauber, whose hands are too numb to turn the knob.
When the door is opnned, a huge sea crashes in and swirls
around waist deep on the floor , Both he and Dauber have
to reach down and grope about in the dark, icy water to
find the escape plug, so that the water may go down.
They might be pardoned for feeling as if that were the
last straw and uttering objurgations against the sea and
all connected with it; instead^ the sailor merely says.
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Bullying
Brutality
’’That’s spoiled my laces and my velvet gown,” and while
he gropes, he sings. ’’The Parmer’s Daughter,”
Under similar circumstances, however, the Bosun
showed no good humor, but flung terrible epithets at
the Dauber, whose unpractlced hands could not find the
escape-plug in the floor as soon as the impatient man
would have liked. And he ends with:
”A Port Mahon baboon would make more
soul than you got with a spoon.”
Then, too, the sailors seem naturally to enjoy the
sort of bullying brutality that boys give sometimes to
one another. This is shown particularly in Dauber in
the various scenes that immediately follow the des-
truction of the Dauber’s paintings, for at first they
pretend to sympathize with him in his sorrow and in-
dignation, while at the same time they have tongues in
cheeks, laughing at him. They egg him on to complain
to the Captain and then range themselves within easy
earshot to observe the result, with the enjoyment that
they would have manifested at a prize-fight or at a
circus performance. Later, while he paints, they tor-
ment him by treating his canvas as a bulls-eye and
aiming small bits of wood at it; by recalling, with
mocking laughter, his shocked complaints when he
found the ruined paintings; by disparaging comments
upon his work, exerting constant pressure to make him
give up painting.
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Callousnesa Besides this unthinking, boyish type of brutality,
In many of the Salt Water Ballads and, to a certain ex-
tent, In Dauber we find the utmost brutality and callous-
ness In the face of suffering and death* In ’’Pever-
Chllls,” from the former, we find a poor sailor shaking
with fever-chills, with his face the color of paste, as
he totters out to ask for a little quinlne--only to be
refused by the captain, who callously commands him to
go down and shovel coal instead of his regular work,
since that Is the best cure for malingerers like him.
In ”Sing a Song o^ Ship-Wreck” and ’’Bill” (also from
Salt Water Ballads ) the sailors show complete lack of
feeling or pity in connection with the death of their
comrades. In the former, when one of the two survivors
of the wreck dies, the other says;
”I was glad when he died,..,,
I sets no store upon stooards-- they
ain’t no use on a ship.”
And he mocks at the steward’s praying as he feels death
drawing near, and at his last thoughts devoted to his
mother and his love for her.
In ’’Bill,” all that the sa?.lors find to comment
upon in his death is the fact that it means more work
for the others. ”lt’s rough about Bill,” the fo’c’s’le
said, ”we’ll have to stand Ihis wheel.” And the same
attitude towardodeath is epitomized in the sailor’s
remark after Dauber’s death;

-.^ 8 -
Thumb-Nall
Pictures
^Damn it all, it’s what we’ve all to face I” There
was no thought of the possible genius wiped out forever, or
of the agonized struggles to win their respect by acting
up to their standard of a good seaman, although he had to
battle cold fear and shrinking flesh on each step of the
way up the slithering rope ladders; no real sympathy or
pity for the young life snuffed out, but only:
”He almost had me off,” said Tom.
And this:
”He hit the ropes and grabbed at everyone,”
That last is a picture to make almost anyone shudder , --but
not the sailors. Their attitude toward it seems to typify
the hardening influence of the sea upon qjen.
Much of the impression of reality that is typical of
Masefield’s sea poetry is achieved through flashing little
thumb-nail pictures, complete in themselves, catching the
sailors in typical poses, as it were, and making the reader
realize, as no extended description could do, just what
the natural, everyday life on ship-board is. Or he gives
fleetlngly a tiny section of seascape which, with the
greatest economy of expression, creates an indelible pic-
ture, Beautiful, ordinary, sordid, or poignant they may
be, but all are real. An infinite number of passages that
Illustrate this power of Masefield »s might be chosen, but
one of each kind will suffice Here is a beautiful
one:
’'-.
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BeautIful
Ordinary
Sordid
Poignant
"So she passed swaying, where the green seas run.
Her wind-steadied topsails were stately in the sun;
There was glitter on the water from her red port light.
So she passed swaying, till she was out of sight."
The following from Dauber is an effective picture of an
ordinary, everyday scene aboard ship:
"without, on deck, an old, old sesman shuffled.
Humming his song, and through the open door
A moonbeam moved and thrust along the floor.
The green bunk curtains moved, the brass rings clicked.
The Cook cursed in his sleep, turning and turning.
The moonbeams’ moving finger touched and picked.
And all the stars in all the sky were burning,"
This, from "Evening Regatta Day", pictures a scene
of sordid brutality raised to the "nth" degree, but no
one can deny that it is a vivid picture:
"Your nose is a red jelly, your mouth’s a toothless
wreck.
And I’m atop of you, banging your head upon the
dirty deck;
And both your eyes are bunged and blind like those
of a mewling pup.
For you’re the juggins who caught the crab and
lost the ship the Cup."
And the following account of the burial of Dauber is one
of the most poignantly real passages in all of Masefield’s
sea poetry;
"At dawn they sewed him up, and at eight bells
They bore him to the gangway, wading deep,
Hirough the green-clutching, white-toothed water-heJJs
That flung his carriers over in their sweep.
They laid an old red ensign on the heap.
And ell hands stood bareheaded, stooping, swaying,
^
___Vashed by the sea while the old man was praying
' )ut of a borrowed prayer-book. At a sigla
They twitched the ensign back and tipped the grating;
A creamier bubbling broke the bubbling brine.
The muffled figure tilted to the weighting;
It dwindled slowly down, slowly gyrating.
Some craned to see; it dimmed, it disappeared;
The last green milky bubble blinked and cleared. II
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Vivid description, then, is the first and, perhaps, the
chief means by which Masefield gives to all his poetry of
the sea that atmosphere of reality which Impresses every
reader. We may be repelled often by Its coarseness and
sordidness, but we have to acknowledge that never, previous
to reading it, had we such an intimate knowledge of the
sea and all that pertains to it.
The second definite method by which Masefield impresses
us with the reality and truth of his picture of sea life
is his extensive use of figures of speech. Some comparisons
used in making the reader realize the different types of
motion of the ship have already been given, but one could
quote endlessly. In describing the sky at sunset, he says
that "the bursting west v/as like a flower," and speaks of
"watching the gold of heaven turn to blood," He describes
the stars as "armies of marching eyes , . , ,passing by over the
empty silence of the sky," And at night he says that "for
half an hour the ring of heaven was clear, dusty with moon-
light, grey rather than blue," In describing the raising of the
sails he says, "The upper topsail rose like a balloon,"
During the storm he tells us that "the leaping topsail
thundered like a drum," while "the frozen snow beat in the
face like shots," Later, v/hen Dauber asked the messenger
who came to recall the men to the yards whether or not it
was still cold up there the man described the ice-encased
fo’c’s'le as looking like a wedding-cake. But perhaps the
most telling comparisons come in the description of the quiet
time th'it intervened between the fog and the storm;
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Weans of
Portrayal
of
Superstitions
2L
Sailors
”Calm fell upon the heaven like a droufh;
The brass sky watched the brassy watei- flame.
Drowsed as a snail the clipper loitered south
Slowly, with no white bone across her mouth,**
Masefield exerts himself to preserve in verse some of
the old legends, traditions, and superstitions of the sea,
al
which are rapidly dying out coinciden^y with the dis-
appearance from the waters of the old-time sailing vessel.
Some of the super c tltlcns which he mentions are not comr .on-
ly known, although everyone has been familiar with the fact
that the note of mystery, of the supernatural, is one that
has always been closely connected with the sea and its
sailors. In ’’Burial Party” there is an exposition of the
belief that corpses should not be buried at night, for
”... .if you buries a corp at night, it
takes ’n’ keeps afloat.
For its bloody souI'h afraid o’ the dark
’n* sticks within the throat.
’N’ all the night till the gray o’ the
dav?n the dead ’un has to swim
With a blue ’n’ beastly Will o’ the Wisp
a-bu.rnln^. over him.
With a herring, maybe, a-scoffin’ a toe
of* a shark a-chewin’ a limb.
’N’ all the night the shivering corp it has
to swim the sea.
With its shudderin’ soul inside the throat
(w'here a soul’s no right to be).
Till the sky’s gi*ey ’n’ the dawn’s clear,
’n’ then the sperrit’s free,”
In ”Sea-Change” he refers to the belief that sea-gulls
are the souls of drwwned mariners, when Billy, the
Dane
,
says
:
”Them birds goin’ fishin’ is nothin’ but
souls o’ the drowned.
Souls o’ the drowned an’ the kicked
as are never no more;
An’ that there haughty old albatross crulsim’
around.
Belike he’s Admiral Nelson or Admiral Noah,”
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Expression
of
the Lure
of the
Sea
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And in "Cape Horn Gospel” he mentions the belief in the
disappearance of ghosts at cockcrov/* Such superstitions
might, it is true, be gathered from any book on nautical
life. But in Masefield’s poems, where they are given in
the actual language of the sailors themselves, there is a
feeling of authenticity and vividness that makes one rea-
lize that this knowledge comes from intimate contact with
men, not from books about them.
The lure of the sea, which Masefield expresses so
stirringly in many of his poems, is not to be confined
within the limits of a terse definition. It includes
the mysterious call of the sea Itself, with its compell-
ing awe and wonder in storm and calm; the contact with
its bronzed men and with their joys and sorrov/s; and the
beautv of the shins, s-rmboln of high romance. It 1 s a
thing of the spirit, to be felt and experienced rather
than to be expressed in set terras. ’’Roadways,”
’’Tewkesbury Road,” ”A Wanderer’s Song,” ’’Lyrics from
’The Buccaneer,’” and ”Sea-Pever” all convey an im-
pression of this lure with unmistakable reality. Once
a man has been a sailor, no matter how strong may be
his determination to forsake the sea and settle down to
a stay-at-home career, the sea calls him with a ’’call
that may not be denied.” It seems that it is not the
bright blue days at sea that call the retired seaman so
irresistibly, nor is it the very stormy days, particu-
larly, although they draw him more; it is the gray, dull
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Factors
In
the Lure
Sea
Adventure
The
Exultation
days with a "grey mist on the sea’s face, and a grey
dawn breaking." This fact is emphasized over and over
again in the above-named poems.
The retired sailor misses certain definite things
that are a part of sea-life: (1) the charm of voyaging
with its chance of adventure, of hazard, and of grappling
with unconquerable forces; (2) the feeling of the wheel
in his hand and of the motion of the deck beneath his
feet; (5) the routine of life aboard ship, so dependent
upon the ever-changing weather; (4) the sea itself and
its changing moods.
He feels a certain monotony in life on land after he
has spent some years on the sea, and he sits there on the
shore or the v/harf, as the case may be, straining his
eyes tov/ard the horizon and wishing for the infinite
variety, the freedom of ship life, --as Masefield calls it,
"the vagrant gypsey life." He wants to go "the gull’s
way and the whale fe way, where the wind’s like a whetted
knife." He wants to have the wide world and the seven
seas for his sphere of activity. He wants "a road with-
out earth’s road-dust," a road which leads him "west, east,
south, and north," and not a road which is within the con-
fines of one town or even one city. He has adventure in
his blood, and he can never again be content with life
ashore
,
He misses the exultant feeling of controlling some-
thing much larger than he is. He wants to see white.
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Itself
dipping sails, "a lifting foresail foot yanking at the
sheet.” He wants to be alone under the stars, feeling
the ^wheel's kick” as he steers his” tall ship” by them.
Re wants to bring It to ”a windy, tossing anchorage where
yawls and ketches ride.”
Then, too, he misses the mere routine of ship life.
To be sure, while he was tied to It he probably bewailed
his fate many times, but once retired and away from It
he feels that land offers no joy comparable to It. There
are ”the songs at the capstan In the hooker warping out.”
There Is the wild exultation during the process of tying
down the sails, described so vividly In Dauber
,
the joy
of fighting the untamable, and the sense of achievement
when successful. Last, but not least, there is the
swapping of yarns when he is off duty, ”a merry yarn
from a laughing fellow rover,”
Above all, he misses the sea itself, with Its ever-
varying moods, and everything that his mind connects
with It. Masefield himself must often have felt this
longing for the sea, for otherwise he could not make
its drawing-power seem so real and so powerful. The
sailor longs for ”the salt, green, tossing sea,” ”a
wet road heaving, shining, and wild v/lth sea-gull’s
cries” and” a mad salt sea-wind blowing the salt spray”
in his eyes, ”The flung spray, the blown spume” ex-
hilarate him. Something within him answers to the
sea-gull’s call and the wind’s song. Par from being
satisfied with the quiet placidity and the safety of
iJC
4 •' ;.^n.
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shore life, he hungers for the ’’windy, green, unquiet
sea, the realm of Mohy Dick,”
Not one, but all of these things draw him. He
chafes at pavements and yearns to feel the sea under
him, the ever-changing, fascinating, treacherous
sea. Having once tasted ’’the joy of unrest” which,
Masefield says in his introduction to A Sal lor * s Gar-
land, is one of the chief joys connected with the sea,
he is a changeling so far as feeling at home on land
is concerned. He can never again be the same; nothing
else will ever fully satisfy him.
Style as an Aid to Effective Treatment
of the Sea
Seven
IharBcteri sties
There are certain characteristics of Masefield’s
style that assist in his effective treatment of the
sea to make us realize its beauty while, at the same
time, we get that atmosphere of reality which he
strives to create. One of these characteristics is
that it is easy of comprehension, simple and natural
in style, neither polished to extinction nor fashion-
ably obscure. A second is the simplicity and frank-
ness of the vocabulary that he uses,—-often vulgar,
but producing a sense of reality. A third, his ex-
tensive use of alliteration, hanks back to the Anglo-
Saxons. A fourth is his use of a meter that expresses
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realistically the motion of ships and of water, --
the Chaucerian stanza. A fifth is his use of sharp
contrasts of baldness with beauty, each heighten-
j ng the Impression made by the other, A sixth
quality of style, psurticularly characteristic of him,
is his constant use of material that appeals to the
senses rather than to the mind. Practically every
one of the five senses is appealed to. A seventh
characteristic, one that shows how oranl^present the
idea of the sea is in his life and work, is his ex-
tensive use of sea comparisons in poems unrelated to
the sea.
Stephen Phillips, writing in The English Poetry
Review, accuses Masefield of ’’playing to the galleries,”
on partly because of his ’’Consecration,” dedicating his
Salt Water Ballads to ’’the dust and scum of the earth.”
Perhaps Masefield does ’’play to the galleries,” but
only inasmuch as he writes in a rough, simplified
strain that stabs an arrow of poignant emotion into
the common, untutored mind. He is^reincarnatlon of
the bards of old, attempting to make poetry regain
its lost kingdom by his simplicity of diction, his use
of the speech of today, so that like the poems of the
bards his poetry is addressed to a living audience
and has the same vitality, naturalness, and easy dia-
logue as theirs. He seems to care little for the
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flner points of finish; yot, If he does not finish all his
poems to our satisfaction, neither does he finish any of
them to death. Nor is he fashionably obscure. His poetry
is perfectly comprehensible to any intelligent person who
can re ado
Again in his vocabulary Masefield harks back to the
Anglo-Saxons in not shunning language that will express
life in all or any of its phases. He is unconventional,
showing no trace of Victorian circumspectness in the
phrasing of unpleasant facts. Indeed, the roughness of the
language in his earlier poems was startling to a genera-
tion nourished on Tennyson, Longfellow, and Mrs, Browning,
He has gone even beyond Wordsworth^ s idea that proper
poetic diction should be -’a selection of the real language
of men in a state of vivid sensation,” ’’Real language”
it Isl There is no parti c-ilar virtue in such passages as
these, addressed to the Dauber :--
’’You heekapootaj”
’’You twice-laid thing from Port Mahoni”
’’You daubing useless article!”
"Why don't you leave them stinking paints
alone ?"
” let the matter rest.
Spit brown, my son, and get a hairy breast;
Get shoulders on you at the crojick braces.
And let this painting business go to blazes,"
Taken as they stand, such things are only crude and sordid.
But they were the Immediate and arresting signs of the real
forcefulness and virility which Mf.se'^leld brought back to
English verse after more than three decades of comparative
effeminacy and decadence. In their context, such expressions
are very often (though by no means always) effective and
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inoffenslve. Their •ugliness sotnetlmes paves the way tov/ard
his finest passages and lends a double force and emphasis
to the more tender and mellow and beautiful passages with
•which Masefield’s work is so richly sprinkled, and which
come after these brutal parts with an intensity which it
would be simply Impossible for them otherwise to possess*
The vocabulary of the forecastle mingles with words re-
mindful of Shelley or Shakespeare and someho’w produce a
melody rich and Impelling, assisting In creating an atmos-
phere of intense actuality, Masefield is gifted with an
extraordinary power of vivid phrasing, in which he always
retains the full vigor and the earthy flavor of the common
speech. It is as though he felt the reality of his men so
keenly that he cannot keep them down. You will not go far
In his narrative poems without seeing the characters rise
from the page, spring into life, and immediately you hear
them talking talking their own language, the typical
language of the sea, Anton A. Raven has made for #Modern
Language Notes an exhaustive study of Masefield’s vocabulary,
classifying it in groups of words that are obsolete, that are
old formiS or spellings of modern words, that illustrate old
senses of words still in good use, that are rare, that are
strictly nautical, that are colloquial, dialectic, etc., but
that seems unnecessary for the purposes of this paper. It
is sufficient to say that in his sea poems he uses a rude,
colloquial speech realistic speech and lanjage that is
# Vol. 37: 148-53. March ’22
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Use of
simple to the point of baldness. Now it is austere, now
rough; but it can soften when the right time comes as
wi’^ter softens into spring. Masefield is a poet of
demdcracy--of the bottom dogs of life; but even in the
language that parallels them in the peerage of words he
has made discoveries of veins of true and passionate poetry.
As in diction, so in meter and verse fcrm Masefield
=UIi teration displays craftsmanship, particularly in his Methods of
suggesting the varying movements or sounds of a ship or
of the sea. To begin with, he once again shov/s his Anglo-
Saxon heritage in his use of alliteration, particularly in
his sea poetry. He uses it to suggest the sound of the
water or the homely sounds connected with the ship. The
£ or sh sound is most frequently used, to suggest the
sibilant lisp of the water as the ship passes through it,
the smart slap of small waves against the ship, the snap-
ping of sails jerked by sudden gusts, the quiet, almost
hypnotic calm before the storm, and also the motion of the
ship. There are dozens of examples; here are a few:
(1)
'\...,^tlll the ship did shoulder
Into the milky green of ^moky ^moulder."
(2) ’^Little £laps of £pray.”
(3) ’’The £ails flatted and shook,
”
(4) ’’And the £ea £lghed, and the fog rose up
sheer .
”
(5) ’’The £wooplng clipper £tumbled through
the smother.”
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He uses the t * s and d ^ s for sudden, yet dull sounds; for
example, in speaking of the ragged ends of the sails,
flying out beyond the grasp of the sailors, he says:
'’The tatters drummed the ^evil’s ^attoo."
The c ’
3
and k '
s
convey the sound of snapping or splin-
tering wood:
(1)
”The backstays parted with a ^racking £lang.”
(2)
’’Her clacking tackle fugged at pins and £leats.”
His vivid picture of stormy water in this line is enhanced
by alliteration:
’’The £6 a a welter of whiteness shot with
Roarks
Meter
As an
Aid
to
Reality
One could go on indefinilely with these Illustrations
of alii teration, for there is hardly a page of Dauber but
has several. He also expresses the sound and the motion of
ships and water by means of his choice of meter. He has
not sought methods that are novel, nor has he experimented
with free verse or any of the many variations of im-
pressionistic technique. The well-known measures of
English verse have afforded him ample variation. Partic-
ularly effective is the seven-line stanza used in Dauber
and elsewhere, the well-known Chaucerian stanza which has
proved itself a subtle medium for his expression of the
rolling and washing of the sea, the swooping and stagger-
ing of the ship, and the mad dipping of the spars in a
storm:
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Use of
Sharp
Contrast
"They stood there by the rail while the
swift ship
Tore on out of the tropics, straining her
sheets
,
Whitening her -trackway to a milky strip.
Dim with green bubbles and twisted water
meets
,
Her clacking tackle tugged at pins and
cleats
,
Her great sails bellied stiff, her great
masts leaned:
They watched Vinw the seas struck and burst
and greened,”
Over and over in Dauber
,
Masefield by his meter suggested the
pause, the silence, and the repeated cresh of waves with the
monotonous regularity that is so familiar in the reality*
Yet, by means of the same meter, he' gives us in the lovely
closing stanzas an impression of the calm, quiet beauty of
the peaceful harbor,
Masefield is a master of sharp contrasts, as already
indicated in connection with the section on vocabulary.
His descriptive passages are beautiful, sometimes almost
overwhelmingly so in their choice of words; but in sharp
contrast with the frequent beauties of some passages comes
the baldness of others, wherein a spade Is called a spade
in no uncertain terms, Theodore Maynard, in his article
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i
called ’’John Masefield,” discusses the reason for this
tendency toward sharp contrast. He says that, ’’amid the
grlmmesT scenes of lust or hate, the poet looks up every
now and then to the quiet woods among the silent hills.
Beauty haunts him and, conscience-stricken, the artist
catches hold of it violently to introduce it into his
thieves* kitchen,” Whether or not that Is a possible ex-
planation^ certainly Masefield is craftsm.an enough to real-
ize the tremendously enhanced power of either his pol^gnant-
ly beautiful or his sordid passages, when followed at once
by another of vividly contrasting type. Over and over
again in his sea poetry we find illustrations of this. In
’’Bill”, from Salt Water Ballads
,
there is the contrast
between the beauty of the brief description of the night
and the burial scene with the sordid language of the mate
when he gives his orders for the burial, and with the
matter-of-factness of the men’s dismissal of Bill from
their minds , --their only thought being, ’’We’ll have to
stand his wheel.”
In Dauber too, there is, among many others, one par-
ticularly powerful contrast between misery and sordidness
on the one hand and lyric beauty with a setting of perfect
peace on the other. On the night of Dauber’s death when
his corpse lay alone on the table of the round-house, Mase-
field describes the scene as follows:
^Catholic World. Vol. 115: 64-7. April »22
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”
"Blowing most pitiless cold out of clear sky
The wind roared all night long; and all night
through
The green seas on the deck went washing by.
Flooding the half-deck; bitter hard it blew.
But little of it all the Daubor knew--
The sopping bunks, the floating chests, the wet,
The darkness, and the misery, and the sweat.
He was off duty."
'’hen followed the simple and commonplace funeral service,
with prayers read out of a borrowed prayer-book and the men
craning their necks over the side to watch the gyrating
corpse until the last disturbed bubble had cleared; then
the immediate return to the matter-of-fact with the Captain’s
command to shake out the topsail reefs.
But with sundown on the following day came the contrast,
no longer storm, cold, and wet misery, but
"Then in the sunset’s flush they went aloft.
And unbent sails in that most lovely hour.
When the light gentles and the wind is soft.
And beauty in the heart breaks like a;flower.
Working aloft they saw the mountain tower.
Snow to the peak; they heard the launch-men
shout
;
And bright along the bay the lights came out.
And then the night fell dark, and all night long
The pointed mountain pointed at the stars.
Frozen, alert, austere;, ....
The stars looked down; their many golden eyes
Watched her and burned, burned out, and came to
rise
.
Silent the finger of the summit stood.
Icy in pure, thin air, glittering with snows."
jjow much more powerful each of these selections proves to be
because of the other’. Each by itself is poignantly heart-
stirring, but the intensity is doubled as the mind ranges back
end forth between these two unforgettable passages.
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Sensuous
Another characteristic of Masefield’s style which is
inevitably associated with all his work is his constant use
of material that appeals to the senses rather than to the
mind. In his sea poetry an appeal is made to practically
every sense. Action, movement, sound, color, light—all
Rather physical appearances move him chiefly, as witness the cata-
Than logue of "golden moments" in "Biography." This quality is
Intellect- noticeable even in his very earliest poems, especially in
ual Salt Water Ballads. Dixon Scott sa.vs #that Masefield has
Appeal
•
"a craving for bright things—things vivid, tense, and
shapely—for single stars, single notes, gems, colors like
enamels, pictures like little pictures in missals, and flow-
ers like those that burn on embroideries." It is this q
quality that makes it possible for him to give us so many
little thumb-nail pictures, sometimes using only a few words,
but making us see more vividly than any other poet has done
the myriad facets of sea life. We see the varying aspects
of the V7ater, sometimes loitering, sometimes "green-clutching,
white-toothed waves," sometimes "boiling on blind eddies over
hidden rocks." When the ships are in quiet harbor, we see
them bow'ing gently to their trembling shadows in the water
beneath, and on the open sea, the "billows notching out the
sky." In a few words he paints for us "eye-puckered sea-
men, silent, lean." We see a moonbeam moving along the floor,
a lantern casting "light and wild shadows as it ranged its hook,"
#Dixon Scott. The Yellow Patch: A Chronicle of John
Masefield (In ’"en of Letters)
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Use of
Sea
Comparisons
in
Non-Sea
Poems
and by its light we see "the wet deck glistening in dim lamp-
light.*’ We hear the "hushed susurrus of the sea," the shuff-
ling footsteps of an old seaman going to the bunk-house, and
the recurrent click of the brass rings of the bunk-curtains
as the ship rolls. We feel "the wind—salt and strong and
pleasant" in our faces. We get an exact picture of motion in
the words, "They twitched the ensign back." Dixon Scott says
later in the above-named book, #"It is a kind of passionate
reporting, a logic of vision. It v/orks minutely with tiny
details; then makes them magnificent by rhythm. .... It
is Masefield's way of realizing the world." And it is an ex-
cellent way, for it makes the details of sea life seem a
familiar everyday matter, as pages of general description or
extravagant, romantic laudation of the sea fail to do.
Another characteristic of Masefield's style is seen in
the fact that the sea is so inextricably intertwined in all
his poems. We expect strictly sea poetry to impress us with
o
the realities of sea life, but it is exceptional t/have re-
ferences to the sea creeping into and permeating the fabric
of poems that do not deal with the sea at all. Yet this is
definitely true of Masefield. In all his poems, whatever
the subject matter, he uses sea comparisons, and gives us
vivid bits of sea description. The sound of the sea, its
motion, and its ships--these seem to haunt Masefield; he can-
not get a,way from them. In the poem, "Enslaved," in des-
cribing the cave in which the slaves passed the night^he says
^ -See vil/-.
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"Then ac the tide came in, the water ceething
Under the quarries, mingled v/ith the breathing.
Until the prison in the rocks 3 -hewen
Seemed li^'c a ship that trod the water's ruin,
Trampling the toppling sea, while water creep-
ing
Splashed from the seaas in darkness on men
sleeping'.
"
And later, while all but one of the slaves slept,
"A f ish-’’ ng-boat sailed past; the fisher's cries
Rang in the darkness of the bay without.
Her sail flapped as she creaked and stood about.
Then eased, then leaned, then strained and stood
awray .
In "Reynard the Rox," he says that the hunt filled the road
"As full of men as Rrarailode
Is full of sea v/hen tide is in,"
And when the hunt started, he describes it by saying "the tide
ViTas flowing.
In "V/atching by a Sick-Bed," where one would least expect
references to the sea, we find the following:
all day long the sea
V/ould not let the land be.
But all night heaped her sand
On to the land;
I saw her glimmer white
All through the night,
Tossing the horrid hair
Still tossing there.
In "The
legions
And in
Frontier," which deals w^ith the recall of
the Roman
he tells how "the pine woods roar like
the surf."
"Daffodil Fields," in telling of Mary and
Michael he
s 9^ys
:
"fnto--?hl r^?l?iS?|"hodland v,here the eaplings
bent
,
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Ideas of
Life
Death
Like breakers of the sea the leafless branches
Si/ished, bowing down, rolling like Virater,
roaring
Like the sea's welcome when the clipper launches
And full affronted tideways call to warring,"
There is, too, a memory of Dauber in the following lines
from "King Cole," a story of the circus:
"Then came the crowd in-surging like the v/ave
That closes up the gash the clipper clave,"
All types of his non-sea poems show the same character-
istic
,
--"3i ography
,
" the poem called "Fragments" (reflections
on the ruins of Troy), and many of the sonnets. Some of
the most beautiful bits of his sea-poetry are found as parts
of others on totally different subjects, mostly for purposes
of comparison to make a more vivid impression. It seem.s
as though, when he wished to make a telling comparison, Mase- -
field used the figure of speech that came uppermost in his
mind, and it v/as nearly always a sea-picture that resulted,
V- Philosophy of Life
From Masefield's sea poems we get a rather clear idea
of his philosophy of life, for the sea permeates all his
ideas of life and death. It has already been shown that,
no matter what phase of life he may be depicting, the sea
enters in. Whether it be of farming, of hunting, of cattle-
raising, of historical reveries, of life outdoors or in-
doors, he turns to the sea for his comparisons and for his
most expressive vocabulary. His ideas of death, too, are
saturated with the sea. In “D'Avalos' Prayer" from Salt
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Permeated
by the
Y/ater Ballado he says of death:
“And let me pass in a night at sea, a night of
storm and thunder,
In the loud crying of the v/ind through sail
and rope and spar.
Send me a ninth great wave to drown and roll
me under
To the cold tunny-fish’s home v;here the
drov/ned galleons are.”
Of dying, he says in “Harbour Bar:”
“I’ve shaped the last long silent tack as takes
one to the Lord.
Give me the Scripters, Jakey, ’n’ my pipe
atween my lips,
I’m bound for soraev/here south, and far beyond
the track of ships;
I’ve run my rags of colours up and clinched
them to the stay,
And God the piloir’s come aboard to bring me
up the bay .
“
And he paints his fancy about the other world in “Port of
Many Ships” v/hen he says:
“It’s a sunny pleasant anchorage, is Kingdom
Gome .
“
Patalism
And again:
“All the sunken hookers ’n’ the crews as took
’n’ died
They lays there merry, sonny, swingin’ to the
tide ,
”
As he presents men, they are the victims of an in-
scrutable power, pawns moved by the hand of fate, for fate
seems usually to take the place of God in his thoughts.
Ironic fate frequently enters into the lot of men and re-
sults in their apparent defeat. Take Dauber, for example.
Any other poet might have let him go on with his painting
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after he had won the respect of his mates; hut Masefield
must give a touch of irony and must show the triumph of
man’s soul over physical defeat. Dauber has learned ships,
but he is never to paint them. Yet it is not with a note
of hopeless tragedy that he dies. "’It will go on,* he
cried aloud, and passed." Masefield’s work indicates that
he believes that tragedy at its best is a vision of the
heart of life, and that storms and dangers are to be wel-
comed for the spiritual mastery Y^hich they bring.
Someone has said that the sea’s permanent message is
the message of resignation to the awards of Fate, recog-
nition of the T^ild and wonderful romance of the human poem,
and sweet acceptance of Death, the soother of sorrows.
Masefield seems to have appreciated this message to the
full, if one may judge from his poems.
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An,?lo -
Saxon
Inheri
tance
De~bt
to
Chaucer
VI-~Deb t Other Writers
Much has been said, of Masefield's debt to various other
writers, notably Chaucer, Kipling, and Yeats. It raight be v/ell
to examine these assertions to discover just what, if anything,
he does owe to the work of others.
Mo one would deny that Masefield's work is in many ways
a tlarow-back to that of the Anglo-Saxon poets of the sea. He
gives evidence of the same definite knowledge of the sea -as
it really is in all its more terrible aspects; he has the
same melancholy spirit in connection with it. He uses al-
literation as an aid to reality in expressing the sound of
the sea. He makes frequent use of the cesura to express the
alternate pause and crash of the waves. He makes real, as
they did, the terror of the sea.
Then, too, no one would deny that Masefield is more
closely akin to Chaucer than any other poet has been since
his day. There is a similarity, of course, in their phras-
ing and meter, but more important is their kinship of spirit.
The wistfulness and X)athos of such scenes as the brow-beat-
ing of the beauty-loving Dauber by his shipmates is of a
piece with Chaucer. Both also have an eye sensitive to
beauty. The similarity in1he ruggedness of their diction
is very apparent, too. Along with this commonness of diction
goes the open-hearted humanity of both Tjoets. Moreover,
Masefield had it in him, as Chaucer did, to write the pa-
geant of all sorts and conditions of men. Both described
in a common and colloquial way what people v/ere, how they
ate, and what actual contact they had with actual life.
But Masefield's material and style were not copied from
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#
Chaucer; Chaucer merely lit the flame which llasefield carried
on, hrin^^i^g back to English verse the Chaucerian temper and,
in place of the faint and placid unreality that had existed,
gave the vigorous and vital contemporaneous speech of real
life. Its coarseness and vulgarity are given ample represen-
tion as they were in Chaucer, but underneath and through it
he brings to articulation a beauty as tender and vivid as verse
is capable of rendering.
Debt Masefield’s name is mentioned in coi; pari son with KiiD.ing,
to perhaps, more often than with any other poet. In his begin-
Kiplin.;-; nings, it is true, Masefield was not unaf.ected by the Kipling
influence; it may be traced in the lilting measures of some of
his early Salt 7/ater Ballads, where he was realizing and natura-
lizing the se: jri\'.n of the ocean- tramp service as Kipling i.ad
done with the lower ranks of the British army. There is some-
thing of the sheer vehemence and lustiness of Kipling’s loudly
reverberating ballads in his poems dealing with tropical seas
into which he ha,d adventured; as, for example, in the following:
"Spanish waters, Spanish waters, you
are singing in my ears.
Like a slow, sweet piece of music
from the grey, forgotten
•
years;
Telling tales, and beating tunes, and
bringing wea,ry thoughts to me
Cf the sandy beach at Muertos, where
I v/ould that I could be."
But, whatever similarity there may have been, these early
ballads of Masefield '3
, ;
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had in many cases a charm all his ovm* Even in those first
"ballads and in the Poems and Ballads v/hich sopn followed
them, there was a grace of fancy, a charm and "beauty (also
true to the life which he pictured) that do not come v/ith-
in the range of Kipling’s genius. He very soon shook off
the Kipling influence, which was merely a superficial and
transitory period.
Fundamentally the v/ork of the two men is quite diff-
erent, Kipling, like Masefield, wrote magnificently of
the sea, but rather as a pathway for the ships T/hose pass-
age to and fro weaves the web of empire, v/hereas Masefield
v;rites of the sea itself and of what it does to men,
Kipling, in v/riting of ships, glorifies the steamship
—
the machinery’s the thing; Masefield thrills to the beanty
of the clipper ship. Both are brutal at times, but Kip-
ling’s brutality is romantic; he merely observes the pain
of the sailor and feels that it is superb, Masefield’s
brutality is utterly realistic; he ha.s felt the pain. He
gives us a straight description of human beings with salt
rubbed into their wounds. The pain is as real to us as it
was to the sailors. Moreover, for this very reason Mase-
field is more genuinely sympathetic than Kipling, ,He
describes the sufferings of the sailor at the hands of his
master as Kipling has never attempted to describe it. In
telling of the sailor sick and shaking v/ith fever, who asked
for some quinine only to be told that he was malingering
and would be cured by shoveling coal, Kipling would have
im
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Yeats
seen only the raagniiicent grimness of it; Hasefield sees
also the pathos of it, and he does not disdain to odd:
"It’s hard, my son, that's what it is,
for us 'ooor sailor men."
It is, in fa.ct, evident that Hasefield, in most respects,
stands at the opposite pole of temperament from Kipling;
and hence, after he had attained his stride, his work
bears no suggestion of the Killing influence.
And wha-t of a debt to Yeats? Many writers, among
#
them H. Ha,milton, one of Masefield's first biogra-phers
,
accuse him of imitating and echoing Yeats to a consider-
able degree. Hr. Hamilton mentions particulaxly "The Sorrow
of Mydath" as b' ing a copy of the gentle plaintiveness and
charm of Yeats, while lacking the stern, intellectual,!
strength, sensitive economy of v/ords, and severe restraint
that go to the making of Yeats's delicate pieces of beauty.
This, of course, was one of Masefield's ea.rlier poems,
written at a time when he wa.s still trying experiments in
rhythm a,nd subject matter as all young poets must do before
they come into their omi. It seems rather far-fetched to
compare the t\7o after reading through the great body of
Masefield's mature v/ork.
Cornelius 'J7eygandt says that Masefield's only debt
to Yeats is for encouraging him to continue to write out
of his own experiences of life at sea and over seas ashore,
7=T7. H. Hamilton. John Masefield: A Critical Study
##Cornelius Weygandt. The Plays e.nd Poetry of John
Masefield
(Univ. of Penn. Lectures)
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a,nd to make a ne^.v sort of beauty out of the rou.^-h life of
the sailor. Then, when the poems were published, Yeats
called them to the attention of the world by talking and
writing about them in season and out of season. Masefield
himself said to the interviewer for The Independent*
# "I owe everything to Yeats. He set me in
the right direction. IThat glory there is is
due to him. He is a perfectly generous and
sympathetic mind to all young writers."
It seems likely that this is Masefield’s only debt to Yeats,
for, even more than with Kipling, Masefield and Yeats are
as wide apart as the poles in temperament, in subject matter
in style, and in underlying soirit.
C- Summary
Masefield's expressed aims in his sea poetry were (1)
to search for beauty in the commonplace things of life and
to bring it to the a.ttention of all, but pp-rt icularly the
lower class; (2) to express all phases of sea life with
reality; and (3) to use poetry as his medium for that ex-
pression.
He achieves his first goal by bringing home to his
readers with great definiteness the abstract beauty which
everyone, consciously or unconsciously, is seeking and by
shovTing that such beauty becomes concrete in ships, not only
in the grace and beauty of their lines, but in their motion,
fjohn Oournos. “A Visit to John Masefield
Independent 73: 333-o ^ot
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He makes them realize, loo, tne beauty of the sea itself,
not only (as others had seen it) in fair and calm v/eather,
but in all its moods, particularly the fiercer moods of
wind and storm. He points out the beauty of the heavens
alao in storm and sunshine, and, more striking tnan all,
since no other poet had yet done so, he makes them feel
the beauty that exists in the comraonplace little sounds
and sights inextricable from everyday life on snipboaru.
His crowning achievement, uowever
,
lies in his ful-
filment of his second aim; namely, to pro,^_^iuce by nis
treatment of the sea an atmosphere of reality. He has
several ways of doing «^his. First, he describes in vivid
detail the sounas> the motion, and the varying colors of
the sea under all conditions. He makes his readers feel
that they are actually experiencing the terror, tne cruelty,
and txie melancholy which are inseparable from any true
picture of deep sea life. By narration of actual incidents,
accompanied by the same vivid description, he makes tnem
see the sailors themselves as affected by the sea, so that
they seem almost a race apart with their untninking cruelty
to one another, their dullness of perception where it is
a question of understanding a more sensitive soul, their
love of teasing, their insensibility and fatalistic attitude
toward danger or death, and, withal, their rough kinaliness
showing at unexpecten times, together with a sort of coarse
humor that tides them over difficult places. Certainly no
other poet, at any rate, has made the seaman so humanly
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real to the reeding public. And he hes enhenced the sense
of reality connected with ell these things by Riving
little thumbnail pictures of scenes on the sea end on ship-
board with such minute and exact detail thet one could not
help beinR impressed with their actuelity.
His aim of presenting all phases of sea life with
reality has also been assisted by the telline figures of
speech used, and by his vivid portrayel of the superstitions
of sailors; but most of all by his expression of the lure
of the sea that draws e men back to it again and again after
he has determined or been persuaded to stay eway from it.
he is lured as by a magnet to return to the life of a sailor
because of his love of ships themselves, of the sea routine
which is so different from sny on lend, because of his love
of the sea in all its moods and the exhilaration which comes
to him from battline against a power so much bigs*er then he
is, and because of the spirit of adventure engendered in
sailors particulerly so that life ashore seems too tame to
be borne after the infinite variety of the see has once
been experienced.
Eis treatment of the sea is made more effective by the
elements of style which are peculiarly his. First, his sea
poetry commends itself to all classes of society because of
its ease of comprehension, for it is neither polished to ex-
tinction, nor is it fashionably obscure. Second, this com-
prehensibility is aided by the type of vocabulary bsed, -
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simple, frank, often vulgar - "biit producing a sense of reelity.
Third, his use of alliteration and of the cesura to express
the sound end movement of the sea does its part in producing
the desired atmosphere, while the Chaucerian stanza proves to
he the ideal vehicle for the same purpose. Fourth, by his
use of sharp contrasts of baldness or sordidness end beauty
he achieves at times effects of startling intensity, for each
strengthens the impression made by the other. Fifth, he con-
stantly uses material that appeals to the senses rather than
to the mind, a method which makes for an impression of reality,
because the reader is forced to experience the various sights,
sounds, etc. and must perforce understand them if he experi-
ences them. Sixth, he makes the reader feel that the sea is
a vitalrart of his consciousness by using sea comparisons in
all sorts of poems not dealiner with the sea at all.
Masefield uses his sea poetry for the exposition of his
philosophy of life, revealing it to be permeated by the sea
since, no matter what phases of life he touches upon, he
reverts to the sea for his comparisons in order to give the
desired emphasis. He expiresses his belief in the ruling
pov/er of fete, ae*ainst which it is useless for man to struggle,
a fatalism which is characteristic of those v;ho folio?/ the sea.
Another phase of his philosophy of life is expressed in his
poem, "Biography”, where he says
,
"Best choose the happy
moments", in explanation of which he draws most of his exam-
ples from his sea experiences.
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There he.s been miich discussion sbout the similerity of
Masefield in temper and style to the Anfflo -iiaxon poets of
the sea and to Chsucer, and of his debt to some of his older
contemporaries, particularly ilipling and ieats. A close
study of his poems in comparison with theirs, however, re-
veals that while Masefield does shov/ the effect of his Anglo
-
iiaxon inheritance as no poet before his time has done, and
while he shows a close kinship in spirit with Chaucer, any
similarity that may exist between his work and that of Kip-
ling or ieats is merely superficial and is not found in his
mature work, fundamentally the work of Masefield and Kip-
ling is quite different, for they are at opposite poles of
temperament. Although both write of the sea, Kipling empha-
sizes the sea as the pathway of empire -building, while Mase-
field writes of the sea Itself and its effect upon men.
Kipling glorifies the machinery that gives life to ships;
Masefield, the clipper ship itself,— in all his comparisons
giving it the effect of being a living thing of grace and
beauty. While both are brutal at times, Kipling's brutality
is romantic— one doesn't feel that it is real; on the con-
trary, Masefield's gives one a certainty of stark reality.
Kipling writes about suffering as one who has merely ob-
served it; whereas Masefield writes with the sympathy of the
fellow -sufferer.
Masefield's supposed debt to Yeats may be dismissed
with a word, for it has no substance. Eis only debt to Yeats
is the one (which he gratefully acknowledges ) for urging and
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encourae:ine: him to persist in writing of the see which he
knew so well Instead of trying: to write on popnlsr subjects
with which he was less familiar; and of advertising: this sea
poetry to his friends at all times.
Masefield's contribution to the advance of sea poetry
is that he brought beck to it that mixture of beauty and
brutality which is its most human and endearing quality. He
brought back that rich and almost vulgar vividness which is
the very life-blood of Chaucer, of Shakespeare, of Burns,-—
and of all those who were not only great artists but great
humanists. As a purely descriptive poet he can take his
place with the masters of seascape. As an imaginative real-
ist he shov/ed those who were stumbling from one wild eccen-
tricity to another for thrills that they themselves were
wilder, stranger, far more thrilling than anything else in
the world. He has helped to remove poetry from its conven-
tional elevation and bring it everywhere poignantly in con-
tact with throbbing life.
Perhaps his contribution is best summed up in the fol-
lowing appreciative poem by Charlotte P. Babcock;
#Poem: To John Masefield
Since Chaucer wrote those sturdy tales of old,
No cobweb mesh, but very staff of life.
Later romances glittered pale and cold.
Till you recalled the throbbing stress and strife.
Since early ball^^s sang of surging sea
And bronzed sailors, stout of hand and limb,
A thousand poets echoed their melody,
But you have made thei r shadowy voices dim.
"J^ducation. Vol.47; 375 February, 1927
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Since Helen sailed to Troy, the world has sought
Beauty in youth's inconstant, flickering gleams;
But from the scum and dregs of life you wrought
A loveliness surpassing that of dreams.
Through you we know, deep in the heart of yearning
,
That Beauty's torch eternally is burning.
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